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TOPIC 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, considering the relationship between Mother and 
Ann, here and elsewhere in the play (Act Three, 84-86). !
OBJECTIVES 
1. Analyse methods in the light of the Mother-Ann relationship, linking them to relevant concerns. 
2. Learn to make apt cross-references, tracing the development of characters and concerns in the play. 
3. Interpret the purpose of the passage, based on the above cross-references and concerns. !
IDEAS / WHAT  
1. With this scene, the audience sees Ann as more than the romantic interest of Chris Keller. Her 

independence sets her up as an embodiment of relentless self-interest. Armed with the letter, she is 
also employed as a dramatic device to edge the play towards its tragic denouement.  

2. Intriguing parallels can be drawn between Ann and Mother. Ann seems to adopt the assertiveness and 
manipulativeness of Mother in earlier scenes, as she instructs Mother to make ‘Chris feel (less) guilty’. 

3. The destructiveness of Ann’s selfish actions is witnessed through Mother’s stage directions. Mother’s 
aggression collapses into mournful ‘moaning’; Ann can only say ‘sorry’ for what she has caused. 

4. Yet, this remorse presents to us possible reparation and redemption. Like other characters, Ann may 
be ‘practical’ but she may begin to symbolise a hope for a wiser, more responsible society. !

METHODS / HOW 
1. Structure: Ann’s re-appearance in Act Three triggers the tragic breakdown of the Keller family. 
2. Symbol: the letter from Larry dispels all doubt about his disappearance; the blame is assigned to Keller. 
3. Stage directions: Mother’s proximity to Ann is followed by the aggressive act of snatching the letter. 
4. Stage directions: Mother’s stillness, initial silence, and ‘long, low moan’ paint the gravity of the letter. 
5. Language: Ann now speaks in assertive declarations (e.g. ‘I know’) and commands (e.g. ‘I’d like you to’). 
6. Language: This shifts to a more pleading tone, as Ann seeks understanding and forgiveness. 
7. Language: Ann’s fragmented sentences and multiple pauses (i.e. use of ellipsis) suggest panic, fear.  
8. Language: Mother continues her authoritative, forceful stance through directives and declaratives.  
9. Mood: the passage ends on a mournful note that prepares the audience for greater catastrophe later. !
CONCERNS / WHY 
1. Self-interest and the American Dream: Ann’s desire to marry Chris is self-serving and damaging. 
2. Family and the American Dream: Ann is presented as similar to Mother, placing family above all. 
3. Community and social responsibility: Ann’s pursuit of personal happiness wrecks the Keller family. 
4. Truth and denial: the letter, like George’s interrogation in Act Two, brings the truth to light.  

All My Sons 
Ann is Where We Begin 
Self-interest, collateral damage and the American nightmare



DRAMATIC STRUCTURE: SCENE-BY-SCENE 
We begin this skills lecture with the end in mind. We will ‘place’ the extract (84-86) in the whole play and consider possible links. !

ACT ONE

1.1 3 - 10 Keller-Jim-Frank Exposition: idyllic picture of community and prosperity.

1.2 10 - 17 Chris-Keller A close father-son relationship with pockets of tension.

1.3 18 - 21 Chris-Keller-Mother Mother’s dream; ‘You above all have got to believe’

21 - 24 Keller-Mother-Bert ‘There’s no jail here! I want you to stop that jail business!’

1.4 24-35 Keller-Mother-Ann-Chris Mother seeks to convince Ann that Larry is alive.

1.5 35-38 Chris-Ann Chris and Ann discuss the war… and their future together.

1.6 39-41 Chris-Keller / Ann-George Rising action: the phone call arouses everyone’s suspicion.

41-42 Chris-Ann-Keller-Mother ‘Christopher Keller, Incorporated’

42-43 Keller-Mother Mother demands Joe ‘be smart’, suggesting their guilt.

ACT TWO

2.1 44-46 Mother-Chris-Ann You’ve got to protect us’ / ‘We’re going to tell her tonight’

46-49 Ann-Sue Sue speaks the truth about money and the ‘Holy family’.

49-51 Ann-Chris Chris reassures Ann that ‘there’s nothing wrong for you’.

51-55 Ann-Chris-Keller ‘My only accomplishment is my son’; ‘A father is a father’.

2.2 55-62 Ann-Chris-George Complication: George confronts Chris with the truth.

2.3 62-65 George-Mother / Ann-Chris Mother manipulates George with her maternal affection.

65-67 George-Mother-Lydia ‘Stop being a philosopher and look after yourself’

2.4 68-70 George-Keller (Mother-Chris-Ann) George pursues truth; Keller instills guilt 

71-72 George-Keller-Mother-Chris-Ann Peripeteia: Mother lets slip that Keller never took sick.

72-73 Mother-Chris-Frank / George-Ann Frank re-enters with the horoscope.

2.5 74-75 Chris-Mother-Keller Chris and Mother argue over Ann.

75-78 Chris-Keller Climax: Father and son tussle over the crime.

ACT THREE

3.1 79-81 Mother-Jim Jim speaks about money, compromise, Chris the ‘good son’.

81-84 Mother-Keller Keller’s hamartia: ‘nothin’ is bigger’ than family to him.

84-86 Mother-Ann Ann returns with Larry’s letter; Keller exits.

3.2 86-88 Chris-Mother-Ann Falling action: Chris’s anagnorisis and confession.

89-91 Chris-Keller-Mother-Ann Catastrophe: Chris reads the letter; Keller commits suicide.
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LINKS TO ‘ELSEWHERE IN THE PLAY’ / WHY !
Skill Objective Link to passage

Identify an earlier or later 
episode centred on the 
Mother-Ann relationship

Show CONTINUITY in 
the relationship

MOTHER. I know, dear, but don't say it's ridiculous… 
MOTHER (with increasing demand). But deep in your heart, Ann! 
MOTHER (going to her). Suddenly, I knew. I knew! And he was 
nearly killed that day. Announced, you know I'm right! (29) !
*Mother’s assertiveness and insistence carries forward from her 
interaction with Ann in Act One. In the first half of this passage, 
the audience hears Mother speak in the same demanding tone, 
exclamations and commit the same forceful actions.

Show CHANGE in the 
relationship

ANN (delicately). You mean am I still waiting for him? 
ANN (kindly). But that's what you meant, isn't it? 
ANN. Isn't it ridiculous?  You don't really imagine he’s—? (28) !
*Conversely, the audience witnesses… a distinct shift from Ann’s 
‘delicate’, ‘kind’ girl-next-door demeanour in Act One, where her 
questions displayed greater empathy or tolerance towards Kate 
Keller than in Act Three. 

Show how the passage 
EXPLAINS earlier action.   !!!!!!
Inversely, show how an 
earlier scene LEADS TO 
events in the passage.

ANN (resolutely). No, Kate. 
Ann stands there in silence, then turns trembling, going upstage. 
ANN. No, Kate. (29) !
*The revelation in this passage accounts for Ann’s ‘resolute’ 
rejection of Mother’s delusion in Act One: Ann knows about 
Larry’s death prior to the events of the play.  !
ANN. We’re going to tell her tonight […] I wish we could tell her 
now. I can’t stand scheming. My stomach gets hard. (45) !
*Ann’s uneasy impatience at the start of Act Two to ‘tell [Mother] 
tonight’ about the marriage ultimately culminates in her 
desperation in this passage to prove that Larry is dead.

Show how the passage 
FORESHADOWS later 
action in the play.

No ‘foreshadowing’ of the Mother-Ann relationship occurs; there is too little alteration 
in the dynamics.

Consider the episodes 
immediately before and 
after the passage

Show how dramatic mood 
SHIFTS in the play.

ANN (to Mother). You know what he’s got to do! Tell him! (88) 
Ann goes quickly to Mother, takes letter.. and starts for Chris. 
Mother instantly rushes to intercept her (89). !
*The high tension built up within this passage escalates into the 
next scene, where Ann acts even more aggressively in her self-
centred pursuit. Mother can only react ‘desperately’ and is 
‘pleading from her whole soul’ as Chris reads the letter. 
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Skill Objective Link to passage

Consider the ending in 
relation to the passage

Show how the passage 
LEADS TO catastrophe. 
Explain how one scene 
‘causes’ another.

*Ann’s decision to ‘prove’ Larry’s death moves the play towards 
its tragic conclusion. The letter is passed from Mother onto 
Chris, who finally reads it aloud to Keller. This belated discovery 
of the ‘truth’ — Larry kills himself because he believes his father 
responsible for the deaths of twenty one men — pushes Keller to 
take his own life in the final scene. 

Show how the passage 
FORESHADOWS the 
catastrophe

MOTHER (softly, almost moaning). Joe... Joe... Joe... Joe... 
CHRIS (almost crying). Mother, I didn't mean to — 
As she reaches porch steps she begins sobbing (91). !
*Mother’s inarticulate ‘moaning’ here arguably foreshadows the 
‘moaning’ and ‘sobbing’ at the end of the play, where she and 
Chris are left on stage to mourn Keller’s tragic suicide. 

Consider other parts of 
the play showing the  
same concern

Show how the passage 
DEVELOPS the concern 
of the American Dream 
and weigh its importance.

CHRIS. Annie, we're going to live now!  I'm going to make you so 
happy. […] I want you now, Annie (37-38). !
*The chase for the American Dream is at its most relentless and 
uncaring in this passage. While Chris and other characters desire 
better, richer and fuller lives, their intentions are quite innocent. 
Ann’s pursuit of happiness in the passage evidently ‘hurt(s)’ Kate 
and comes at unimaginable cost to the Keller family. 

Show how the passage 
DEVELOPS the concern 
of truth / denial and weigh 
its importance

MOTHER. Never, never in this world [are you marrying Ann]! 
He's coming back, and everybody has got to wait. Your brother’s 
alive, darling, because if he’s dead, your father killed him (75). !
*Mother’s dogged denial of Larry’s death… finally implodes in this 
passage; the letter in Ann’s hands nullifies her previous attempts 
at getting Ann, Chris and Keller ‘believe with her’. !
*Furthermore, the reasoning she provides for her self-deception 
at the end of Act Two is strangely prophetic: the audience might 
infer from her brokenness that Keller is indeed responsible, albeit 
indirectly, for Larry’s disappearance. 

PRINCIPLES / CAVEATS 
(i) A common misconception is that one can and should analyse other parts of the play in a passage-based question. This is 
dead wrong. You should only closely analyse the passage and only link the ideas and concerns ‘here’ to ‘elsewhere’. 
(ii) Reference to evidence elsewhere is good but not fully necessary. The links and comparisons bolded here are vital. 
(iii) In most cases, links to ‘elsewhere’ should appear at the end of your paragraph, as a way of discussing WHY / purpose. 
You may sometimes refer to ‘elsewhere’ at the start or in the middle of your paragraph when you analyse comparatively (e.g. 
Ann is more authoritative here, The passage presents even greater tension than in the previous scene). 
(iv) This list is more exhaustive than it needs to be. You will notice that the outline does not borrow all the points here.
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PBQ OUTLINE !
INTRODUCTION 
In this passage, Ann intrudes into Mother and Keller’s discussion, with the truth of Larry’s whereabouts. 
Armed with the letter, Ann proceeds to impose her self-interest upon Mother’s ‘belief’ that Larry is alive; 
these moments of manipulation and retaliation result in a scene of increasing tension and physical 
aggression between the two characters. The purpose of the passage arguably lies in the closing stages of 
the extract, where Mother’s mournful ‘moaning’ hints at the disastrous consequences in the denouement. 
The audience begins to bear the weight of the play’s message: individual desires, pursued persistently, are 
detrimental to the interests of the community. !
TS1 
In this passage, Ann overturns the audience’s previous impression of her as a ‘good girl’ who speaks 
‘delicately’ and ‘kindly’ to Mother. The Ann Deever we see re-entering the stage exerts dominance over 
Mother as she asserts what she wants — to start a new ‘life’ with Chris ‘away’ from the Keller household. !
- (How) Ann begins the extract speaking ‘directly to Mother’ in a series of accusations, with Miller’s stage 

directions (‘directly’) already hinting at her confrontational tone.  !
- (How) The repetition of ‘you’ in ‘You made Chris feel guilty’ and ‘you’ve crippled him’ heightens Ann’s 

hostility towards Mother, as she pins the ‘failure’ of her American Dream squarely on Mother. !
- (How) What is perhaps more startling for the audience is the boldness of Ann’s various directives and 

declaratives to Mother. Ann commands Mother to execute her plans in a none-too-subtle fashion: ‘I’d 
like you to’, ‘I want you to set him free’, ‘And you’ve got to say it to him’.  !

- (How) Ann goes on to assert that ‘I’m not going out of here alone’, even attempting to manipulate 
Mother with ‘And then I promise you… and that’s all’. The forceful rhetorical question, ‘You understand 
me?’ confirms for us this image of an intransigent, headstrong Ann bent on becoming Ann Keller. !

- (Why) This unsettling portrayal of the ‘girl-next-door’ is inseparable from the presentation of the 
American Dream in the play. The audience might even Ann as intriguingly similar to Mother in this 
regard: Ann is determined to realise her ‘American dream’ without due regard for what others think. !

TS2  
Despite these bold intentions, Mother wrestles control from Ann as she seeks to maintain the illusion that 
Larry is still alive. In so doing, Mother protects the family (especially Chris’s ‘heart’) from even greater 
tragedy, which the audience is yet to be aware of. !
- (How) Mother’s usual assuredness is evident in her repeated references to Ann as ‘my dear’ and ‘good 

girl’ in the passage. We might even regard Mother as being patronising to tame Ann’s feistiness. !
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!
- (How) The certainty (or high modality) in Chris’s ‘heart will dry up’ and ‘To his dying day he’ll wait for his 

brother!’ displays Mother’s attempts to regain control of the situation.  !
- (How) These declaratives are followed by commands to go ‘in the morning’, to leave ‘alone’ to ‘your life’, 

‘your lonely life’ remind us of the manipulative ‘monster’ the audience is used to seeing. !
- (How) The use of syntactic parallelism (‘he knows.. you know’, ‘No.. no such thing’, ‘You’re going… 

you’re going’ and lastly, ‘That’s your… that’s your’) underscores the commanding and unyielding 
approach Mother takes towards all of Miller’s characters.  !

- (Why) The matriarchal figure who ‘knows’ (84) and takes charge is seen, as in previous scenes, guarding 
the interests of her own family. Her emphasis on ‘you’ and ‘your lonely life’ separates Ann from the 
Keller family because she sees Ann as an intruder and a threat to family unity. Instead, she plays the 
protective Mother who protects ‘Chris’ and obviously, Joe Keller from the truth about Larry. !

TS3 
The illusions Mother has worked so hard to cement however begin to crumble in the face of reality. 
Mother grows increasingly desperate, eventually ceding the psychological battle to Ann; at the end of the 
passage, the letter’s contents transform Mother into an emotional wreck, a pitiful victim. !
- (How) A succession of questions posed by Mother — ‘How did he die?’, ‘What’s enough for me? what’re 

you talking about?’ — display her growing apprehension towards Ann’s resoluteness. !
- (How) The stage directions, ‘moving on her’, ‘she grasps Ann’s wrists’ and the frenzied ‘snatches letter from 

Ann’s hand’ further indicate Mother’s fear of what Ann knows. Ann’s response, ‘You’re hurting my 
wrists’ informs the audience of Mother’s emotions getting the better of her scheming self. !

- (How) Mother’s relative silence in the latter half of the passage can be seen as a mark of Ann’s 
psychological ‘victory’, as Mother is gripped by overwhelming dread. !

- (How) The repetition of ‘Oh, my God’ in a traumatic ‘long, low moan’ confirms the audience’s own fears. 
After reading the letter, Kate Keller is reduced to a forlorn victim, a pale shadow of the ‘Mother’ we saw 
in Acts One and Two. !

- (Why) Mother’s dogged denial of Larry’s death finally implodes in this passage; the letter in Ann’s hands 
nullifies her previous attempts at getting Ann, Chris and Keller ‘believe with her’. !

- (Why) The emergence of the truth thus corresponds with the arrival of pathos and impending tragedy. 
Mother’s inarticulate ‘moaning’ here arguably foreshadows the ‘moaning’ and ‘sobbing’ at the end of the 
play, where she and Chris are left on stage to mourn Keller’s tragic suicide. !
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TS4 
Whilst Ann emerges the more dominant and ‘triumphant’ character, she too plays the role of victim — one 
might even claim that she ‘competes’ with Mother in this respect. Her pleas for Mother’s sympathy (and 
perhaps the audience’s too) come as she begins to recognise the damage she has caused, and possibly will 
cause in the next scene. !
- (How) In the later half of the passage, Ann constantly refers to the past (‘When I came, I didn’t’, ‘I came 

to..’, ‘I thought I’d…’) to clarify her intentions as less-than-sinister. Every sentence from lines 40 to 45 
evince her true motive is to ‘get married’ and that she ‘had nothing against him or you’ and ‘didn’t bring 
this to hurt you’. !

- (How) She presents herself as a defenceless victim through the use of the passive voice. In the 
accusations that ‘You’re making me doing this’ and ‘You made me show it to you’, Ann shifts 
responsibility for her ‘violence’ is (‘making me’, ‘made me’) to Mother. From Ann’s perspective, she has 
‘told you a hundred times’ and is therefore absolved. !

- (How) The fragmented speech patterns, marked by multiple dashes and ellipses reflect Ann’s brittle, 
nervous state of mind. This sense of distress is reinforced by the repetition of words and phrases such as 
‘remember’, ‘lonely’ to ‘alone’, ‘wouldn’t you believe me’.  !

- (How) The passage ends emphatically on Ann’s anguished apology, as noted by the stage directions, 
‘with pity and fear’. The distraught repetition and appeals to Mother’s first name in ‘Kate, please, 
please…’ and ’Kate, dear, I’m so sorry… I’m so sorry’ suggest remorse and perhaps the intention to repair 
the damage she knows she has done. !

- (Why) The chase for the American Dream is at its most relentless and uncaring in this passage. While 
Chris and other characters desire better, richer and fuller lives, their intentions are quite innocent. 
Ann’s pursuit of happiness in the passage evidently ‘hurt(s)’ Kate and comes at unimaginable cost to 
the Keller family. !

CONCLUSION 
Consequently, this passage is foremost pivotal to the play’s all-important dénouement (catastrophe in the 
genre of tragedy). The tussle between Ann and Mother forces Ann to produce the letter, the truth from 
which leads to the Kellers’ mourning for Larry and later, to Keller taking his own life. The picture of a 
tormented, anguished Mother hints at the tragedy to come, but in the context of this passage alone, 
illustrates the effects of Ann’s unmitigated self-interest. Mother’s ‘reality’ collapses, Ann feels guilty and 
the Keller family will never be the same again. In the final analysis, both Mother and Ann end up as ‘losers’ 
in their war of desires. In the world of All My Sons, the loser always pays a heavy price. END.  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!
Section C!!

ARTHUR MILLER: All My Sons!!
9! !
Either!!!
Or

(a)!!!
(b)!

How far do you agree that Miller presents George and Ann Deever as detestable 
because they are coldly selfish?!!
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, considering the cross-currents 
of thought and feeling between Mother and Ann here and elsewhere in the play.

Ann:!!!
Mother:!
Ann:!!!!!!
Keller:!
Ann:!!
Keller:!
Ann:!
Mother:!!!!!!
Ann:!
Mother:!
Ann:!!!
Mother:!
Ann:!!
Mother:!!
Ann:!
Mother:!!
Ann:!
Keller:!
Ann:!
Keller:!
Mother:!
Ann:!!!!!

Never mind, Kate, I'm all right. (They are unable to speak to each 
other) There's something I want to tell you. (She starts, then 
halts) I'm not going to do anything about it.!
She's a good girl! (To Keller) You see? She's a —!
I'll do nothing about Joe, but you're going to do something for me. 
(Directly to Mother) You made Chris feel guilty with me. I'd like 
you to tell him that Larry is dead and that you know it. You 
understand me? I'm not going out of here alone. There's no life 
for me that way. I want you to set him free. And then I promise 
you, everything will end, and we'll go away, and that's all.!
You'll do that. You'll tell him.!
I know what I'm asking, Kate. You had two sons. But you've only 
got one now.!
You'll tell him.!
And you've got to say it to him so he knows you mean it.!
My dear, if the boy was dead, it wouldn't depend on my words to 
make Chris know it... The night he gets into your bed, his heart 
will dry up. Because he knows and you know. To his dying day 
he'll wait for his brother! No, my dear, no such thing. You're going 
in the morning, and you're going alone. That's your life, that's 
your lonely life. (She goes to porch, and starts in)!
Larry is dead, Kate.!
(she stops) Don't speak to me.!
I said he's dead. I know! He crashed off the coast of China 
November twenty fifth! His engine didn't fail him. But he died. I 
know...!
How did he die? You're lying to me. If you know, how did he die?!
I loved him. You know I loved him. Would I have looked at 
anyone else if I wasn't sure? That's enough for you.!
(moving on her) What's enough for me? What're you talking 
about? (She grasps Ann's wrists)!
You're hurting my wrists.!
What are you talking about! (Pause. She stares at Ann a 
moment, then turns and goes to Keller)!
Joe, go in the house.!
Why should I —!
Please go.!
Lemme know when he comes. (Keller goes into house.)!
(as she sees Ann taking a letter from her pocket) What's that?!
Sit down. (Mother moves left to chair, but does not sit) First 
you've got to understand. When I came, I didn't have any idea 
that Joe... I had nothing against him or you. I came to get 
married. I hoped... So I didn't bring this to hurt you. I thought I'd 
show it to you only if there was no other way to settle Larry in 
your mind.

! !! !
5!!!!!

10!!!!!
15!!!!!
20!!!!!
25!!!!!
30!!!!!
35!!!!!
40!!!!!
45
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!
Mother:!
Ann:!!!!!!!
Mother:!
Ann:!
Mother:!
Ann:

!
Larry? (snatches letter from Ann's hand)!
He wrote to me just before he... (Mother opens and begins to 
read letter) I'm not trying to hurt you, Kate. You're making me 
do this, now remember you're... Remember. I've been so lonely, 
Kate... I can't leave here alone again. (A long low moan comes 
from Mother's throat as she reads) You made me show it to you. 
You wouldn't believe me. I told you a hundred times, why 
wouldn't you believe me!!
Oh, my God… !
(with pity and fear) Kate, please, please… !
My God, my God… !
Kate, dear, I'm so sorry... I'm so sorry.!!

Act Three

!!!!!!
50!!!!!
55!
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